Appendix
A Checklist for Editors, Reviewers, and Authors

Should the manuscript be rejected?
Reject the manuscript if one or more of the answers to the following questions is no. Support all no answers with specific reasons.

- Does the content of the manuscript match the scope of the journal?
  If no: Is there a journal with a better match?

- Does the manuscript present novel results (with the exception of review papers and the like)?
  If no: Did the author(s) fail to distinguish what was novel? Where was similar content published?

- Are the results significant enough to be worth reading about (and thus worth publishing)? Will it impact the thoughts or actions of its readers?
  If no: Is it possible to increase the significance with more data, different analysis, improved theoretical treatment, etc.? Would a different audience (different journal) find the work more significant?

- Do the data support the conclusions (i.e., is the quality of the research sufficiently high)?
  If no: Can the conclusions be scaled back to what the data allow, and if so, would the results still be significant? Is it possible to add more data/theoretical treatment/etc. to enable the conclusions to be supported?

- Is the writing of sufficient quality to allow the above points to be evaluated?
  If no: What suggestions would help the author(s) get the manuscript in better shape (e.g., English-language editing, better organization, etc.)?

If the manuscript is not rejected, what should be changed to make it acceptable for publication?
Reviewers can use the following checklist as a guide for creating a comprehensive review of the work, with suggestions for improvements. For authors, asking the questions and following the instructions below will result in a paper more likely to be accepted for publication.

Organization, Length, and Clarity

- Is the work well-organized and structured so that conclusions logically follow from results that logically follow from the methods used? Do those conclusions answer the research questions initially posed?
- Make sure the length of the manuscript is appropriate. Does the knowledge gained by the reader justify the time spent reading?
- Is the thought process clear? Is clear language used (claiming neither more nor less than can be justified)?

Introduction
- Indicate the field of the work, why this field is important, and what has already been done (with proper citations).
- Indicate a gap, raise a research question, or challenge prior work in this territory.
- Outline the purpose and announce the present research, clearly indicating what is novel and why it is significant.
- Avoid: repeating the abstract; providing unnecessary background information; exaggerating the importance of the work; claiming novelty without a proper literature search.

Method (Materials, Theory, Design, Modeling, etc.)
- Describe how the results were generated with sufficient detail so that an independent researcher (working in the same field) could reproduce the results sufficiently to allow validation of the conclusions.
  o Can the reader assess internal validity (conclusions are supported by the results presented)?
  o Can the reader assess external validity (conclusions are properly generalized beyond these specific results)?
- Has the chosen method been justified?
- Are data analysis and statistical approaches justified, with assumptions and biases considered?
- Avoid: including results in the Method section; including extraneous details (unnecessary to enable reproducibility or judge validity); treating the method as a chronological history of events; unneeded references to commercial products; references to “proprietary” products or processes unavailable to the reader.

Results and Discussion
- Present the results of the paper, in logical order, using tables and graphs as necessary.
- Explain the results and show how they help to answer the research questions posed in the Introduction. Evidence does not explain itself; the results must be presented and then explained.
- Typical stages in the discussion: summarizing the results, discussing whether results are expected or unexpected, comparing these results to previous work, interpreting and explaining the results (often by comparison to a theory or model), and hypothesizing about their generality.
- Discuss any problems or shortcomings encountered during the course of the work.
- Discuss possible alternate explanations for the results.
- Avoid: presenting results that are never discussed; presenting discussion that does not relate to any of the results; presenting results and discussion in chronological order rather than logical order; ignoring results that do not support the conclusions; drawing conclusions from results without logical arguments to back them up.
Conclusions

- Provide a very brief summary of the Results and Discussion.
- Emphasize the implications of the findings, explaining how the work is significant and providing the key message(s) the author wishes to convey.
- Provide the most general claims that can be supported by the evidence.
- Provide a future perspective on the work.
- Avoid: repeating the abstract; repeating background information from the Introduction; introducing new evidence or new arguments not found in the Results and Discussion; repeating the arguments made in the Results and Discussion; failing to address all of the research questions set out in the Introduction.

Acronyms

- The title should not use acronyms unless (a) the subject is almost exclusively known by its acronym or is widely known and used in that form, and (b) the acronym does not commonly have more than one expansion.
- Always spell out the acronym the first time it is used in the body of the paper.
- Avoid acronyms in the abstract unless the acronym is commonly understood and used multiple times in the abstract. If an acronym is used in the abstract, it must be spelled out (defined) in the abstract, and then spelled out again the first time it is used in the body of the paper.

Citations (References)

- Include citations that provide sufficient context to allow for critical analysis of this work by others.
- Include citations that give the reader sources of background and related material so that the current work can be understood by the target audience.
- Include citations that provide examples of alternate ideas, data, or conclusions to compare and contrast with this work, if they exist. Do not exclude contrary evidence.
- Include citations that acknowledge and give credit to sources relied upon for this work.
- Are the citations up to date, referencing that latest work on this topic?
- It is the job of the authors to verify the accuracy of the references.
- Avoid: spurious citations (citations that are not needed but are included anyway); biased citations (references added or omitted for reasons other than meeting the above goals of citations); excessive self-cites (citations to one’s own work).

Figures and Tables

- Ensure that the figures accurately and carefully document the data and their context.
- Ensure that the figures allow for comparisons and inferences of cause and effect, avoiding spurious readings.
- Figures should have captions and legends to allow them to be understood independent of the text, if possible.
- Ideally, a figure caption will do three things: describe everything in the graph, draw attention to its important features, and (when practical) describe the main conclusions to be drawn from it.
- All figures should be referred to in the text, with first references in numerical order.
- A piece of data has four parts: a description (what is it?), a number, a unit, and an uncertainty estimate. Try to put all four parts of the data in the figure.
• Error bars should be present; explain clearly what they represent. If any data points have been removed, explain why.
• Use color when it can enhance the graphic (most articles are now read online), but make sure that no information is lost when printed in black and white.
• Tables are best for looking up specific information or exact values, and graphs excel at displaying trends and making comparisons.
• When the number of data points is small, a table could work better than a graph.
• Use log-scales to reveal trends in the data, not hide them. Log-scales emphasize relative changes, whereas linear scales are best at showing absolute changes.
• Choose plot scales (x- and y-axis start and stop values, for example) to avoid white space: try to use at least 80% of each scale to display data.
• Avoid: titles on the graph (title information should be in the figure caption); pie charts; bar charts unless there isn’t a better option; spurious 3D effects, such as the use of 3D bars in a bar chart; gridlines and other clutter; inconsistent formatting of figures; commercial displays in the guise of diagrams or figures.

Abstract
• The abstract should be a concise (200 words or less), standalone summary of the paper, with 1–2 sentences on each of these topics:
  o Background: What issues led to this work? What is the environment that makes this work interesting or important?
  o Aim: What were the goals of this work? What gap is being filled?
  o Approach: What went into trying to achieve the aims (e.g., experimental method, simulation approach, theoretical approach, combinations of these, etc.)? What was actually done?
  o Results: What were the main results of the study (including numbers, if appropriate)?
  o Conclusions: What were the main conclusions? Why are the results important? Where will they lead?
• The abstract should be written for the audience of this journal: do not assume too much or too little background with the topic.
• Ensure that all of the information found in the abstract also can be found in the body of the paper.
• Ensure that the important information of the paper is found in the abstract.
• Avoid: using the first paragraph of the introduction as an abstract; citations in the abstract; acronyms (but if used, spell them out); referring to figures or tables from the body of the paper; use of the first person; use of words like “new” or “novel,” or phrases like “in this paper,” “we report,” or “will be discussed.”

Title
• The title should be clear and informative, and should reflect the aim and approach of the work.
• The title should be as specific as possible while still describing the full range of the work. Does the title, seen in isolation, give a full yet concise and specific indication of the work reported?
• Do not mention results or conclusions in the title.
• Avoid: overly clever or punny titles that will not fare well with search engines or international audiences; titles that are too short to be descriptive or too long to be read; jargon, acronyms, or trademarked terms.